Strategic Thinking in the 21st Century:
A one-day professional development training
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Many organizations overlook basic strategy execution principles daily. In fact, only
9% of companies are rated as excellent at execution, and only 11% of managers
believe that all their company’s strategic priorities have the financial and human
resources needed for execution success. Gaps in the company’s performance often
trace back to leaders and key managers not thinking strategically. Here’s how LBL
Strategies will help your leaders think and act more strategically in just one day.

We help our clients focus, make better decisions and grow by instilling the
ability to think and act strategically. Learn more at www.lblstrategies.com.
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“This course has really provided the framework and
specific tools I can use immediately in my position and
keep front and center to continuously think strategically
and influence others to do so as well!”
Paula Ahearn, Principal Financial Analyst, Pico Energy

“The class provided me the skills and concepts to ‘raise
my gaze’ by stopping and thinking strategically, and
ensuring alignment through my entire team.”
Pat Mullens, Engineering Manager, Exelon Nuclear

“The tools and ‘10 questions’ are a great foundation for
how to execute strategy. There was a great balance of
knowledge sharing, discussion, and activities for getting
people engaged and involved.”
Shuk Yin Chuk, Supervising Engineer, Pepco
Holdings, Inc.

You’ll walk away from the course with:
» An individually bound course discussion guide, including strategic thinking tools and exercises
» Resource book: Thinking Strategically: Pocket Mentor, Collins, D., Boston: Harvard Business Press, 2010
» A “Personal Value Proposition” statement
» An individualized report, including “next step” suggestions, from Harvard Business Press strategic thinking self-assessment
» Strategic Thinking questions, activities, exercises and tools to develop a culture of thinking and acting strategically

Addressing the Types of Leadership Issues

Results

Do you often see strategy meetings veer off topic? Are your
team members engaged and aligned with the organization’s
strategic direction? Is budget dictating your strategy? Are
there external opportunities and threats that are being
ignored? We’ll cover each of these specific problems and more
in this introduction to strategic thinking tools and exercises.
All organizations face these issues, but not all organizations
address them. The one-day course will provide you with the
ability to understand how strategic thinking guides day-to-day
operational work — and, in turn, leave you with tools, exercise,
and 10 key questions to help you think and act strategically.

The goal of Strategic Thinking in the 21st Century is to
encourage strategic thinking at all levels of your business by
providing you with an understanding of the impact strategic
thinking has on organizational alignment, execution and
performance. Ultimately, you’ll walk away with the ability to
ask the right strategic questions in each business situation you
face moving forward, resulting in better strategic decisions
and a healthier overall business.

Addressing Strategic Leadership
Questions

LBL Strategies is run by pioneering leaders of university-based
certification training in strategic management for business
professionals. We currently work in affiliation with George
Washington University – Center for Excellence in Public
Leadership. LBL Strategies is a Registered Education Provider
of Association for Strategic Planning (ASP) and Project
Management Institute (PMI).

Implementing your strategic goals into all aspects of your
business is a challenge. We’ll work through common questions
regarding integrating strategy into the business and provide a
clear path for how to best move forward.

Respected Providers of Strategic Planning
and Management Solutions

